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Among the best for: Canada, Bargains, Fixer-Uppers, College Towns, Waterfront, Family Friendly,
Singles, City Living, Easy Commute, Walkability, Rowhouses
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Saint Andrews, New Brunswick, Canada
Hailed as the "Jewel in the Crown of New Brunswick," this coastal village in the Bay of Fundy was
one of Canada's first pre-fab communities: British loyalists escaping persecution in the American
colonies settled here in 1783, some transporting their dismantled homes for rebuilding. Late-1800s
Canadian and American urbanites turned Saint Andrews into a summer playground, and the
majestic Tudor-style Algonquin Hotel, built in 1889, stands today. Current residents find Saint
Andrews a social place despite a high-season population of just 4,000: Locals tee off seaside, watch
whales on the bay, and stroll the town's three-mile walking loop. One thing you won't spy here: bigbox or chain stores. Local bylaws prohibit them, so Water Street's shops are the 1880s originals.
The Houses
You'll find Cape Cod–style cottages and other early homes put up by Saint Andrews' first-wave
settlers, and center-hall Georgians built in the 1830s. A meticulously restored 1770 Cape will set you
back about $360,000; one needing TLC might list at $120,000. Big spenders: Note the $699,000
listing of New Brunswick's most photographed home, a 1912 French Eclectic farmhouse with a
harbor view and thatched-style roof and turret said to emulate explorer Jacques Cartier's house in
Brittany.
Why Buy Here?
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Saint Andrews offers more house for your money compared with similar locales farther down the
coast, says area real-estate agent Mark Gauley. That may be why it attracts American ex-pats and
retirees looking to try out small-town living. It's a 5-hour car ride to Boston—8 to Montreal—should
you need a break from the daily waxing and waning of the 28-foot tides. We expect you won't.

Among the best for: Canada, Bargains, Fixer-Uppers, Waterfront, Retirees, Small Towns, Outdoor Activities, Walkability
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Old Town, Yellowknife, Northwest Territories, Canada
Tourists flock to Yellowknife each winter to witness the northern lights—and occasionally strip to their underwear to see if they can endure the city's minus-40 F temperatures. "It's
adventure tourism to them," says Elijah Forget, a lifelong resident. Despite the harsh winters, some visitors stay for the long haul. "It's a breath of fresh air," says Forget. "You're so
far away from urban centers and highways." Indeed, this remote city of 20,000 between a forest and the 600-mile long Great Slave Lake is about 300 miles south of the Arctic Circle.
But historic Old Town, a 1940s waterfront neighborhood established when gold rushers mobbed Yellowknife's mines, offers companionship. Come summer, locals gather at the
Wildcat Cafe to feast on daily fish specials before heading to the marina to fetch their boats for a lazy day on the lake.
The Houses
Some of Old Town's houses were built by no-nonsense miners, who used local timber to build stout but sturdy log cabins. Many of those remaining have been clad in vinyl or
clapboard siding. Prices range from $250,000 (USD) for a major fixer-upper up to $700,000 for a house that's been renovated with additions and modern amenities. Old Town also
has a well-established houseboat community.
Why Buy Here?
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